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The Model for the Isaiah Passages
in German Translations of
the Book of Mormon
Marvin H. Folsom
Brigham Young University
As an introduction to the problem in German, let us examine the
solution Joseph Smith used when he translated from the original into
English and came across the traditional, well-known text of Isaiah.
In his book The Problems of the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City:
Bookcraft, 1964, p. 253), Sidney B. Sperry gives what I believe to be
a logical explanation of how Joseph Smith proceeded when he was confronted with the problem of translating the Isaiah passages in the
Book of Mormon.
The text of Isaiah in the Book of Mormon is not word for
word the same as that of the King James version. Of 433
verses of Isaiah in the Nephite record, Joseph Smith
modified about 233. Some of the changes made were slight,
others were radical. However, 199 verses were word for
word the same as the old English version. We therefore
freely admit that Joseph Smith may have used the King
James version when he came to the text of Isaiah on the
gold plates. As long as the familiar version agreed
with the text on the gold plates, he let it pass;
when it differed too radically he translated the Nephite
version and dictated the necessary changes.
We find confirmation of this view in the comments of Joseph Smith
concerning the translation of Malachi 4:6 in the Doctrine and Covenants
(D & C 128:18): "I might have rendered a plainer translation to this,
but it is suffiCiently plain to suit my purpose as it stands".
If we were to follow this same procedure when translating the Book of
Mormon from English into German, we would follow a familiar German
version of Isaiah when it agreed with the English text. Where it
differed radically from the English, we would translate the English
text directly. The familiar German text would most likely be the
edition of Luther available at the time of the translation. The significant editions of Luther's translation are: 1545, 1883 (Probebibel),
1914, 1956 (NT), 1964 (OT), 1975 (NT). Over the years, the German Book
of Mormon has also undergone several editions: 1852, 1873, 1893, 1902,
1924, 1966 and 1980. Let us now turn to an examination of the texts in
these translations in an attempt to determine, if possible, what model
was used as a basis for the Isaiah passages.
One of the first things to catch the reader's eye is the form of the name
of the Old Testament prophet. In the first two editio~s (1852 and 1873)
we have Jesaias in the nominative and Jesaia's (with an apostrophe) in
the genitive. (The older chapter and verse divisions in the editions of
1852, 1873 and 1893 make finding material difficult.) The nominative form
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in the first two editions seems to be based on the Greek form found in the
LXX (Esaias). The genitive form with the apostrophe seems based on an
English possessive. There is some difference in tradition as to what the
title of the book written by Isaiah should be. Some call it simply "The
Prophet Isaiah" and others call it "The Book of Isaiah". In the first case,
the proper name would be an appositive and in the nominative case. In the
latter, the proper name would be in the genitive. Other German translations
which have a form based on the LXX and could have served as a model for
the form of the proper name Isaiah in the first two editions of the Book
or Mormon in German are: Piscator (1697), Brentano (1792) and Van Ess
(1807). The latinized form of the Greek (Esaias) appears in the Vulgate
(Isaias) and the following (mostly Catholic) translations: Ulenberg
(1630), Rosalino (1781), Romisch-Catholische Bibel (1782) and Braun
(1788).
There are two considerations that might have some bearing on why the
German form of Isaiah has some resemblance to the LXX-Vulgate version.
The first is that the German and French texts were dealt with at the same
time by the same people and the English and French texts were used as a
starting point for the German. In a letter from John Taylor to Brother
Veit(t), dated 15 July 1851, we read: "Bro Bolton will almost immediately
have out the first form of the French translation you can get a copy of
that from him & with the French and English you will be enabled to translate pretty near correct and if it is not quite correct I should expect
the errors would be so few that the corrections could be interlined."
The French and German versions were "so arranged that the French and
German pages would face each other, each page containing the same matter
in the same opening, thus admitting of their being bound together in one
volume" (B. H. Roberts, Comprehensive History of the Church, III, p.
345). The second consideration is that one of tho;e-who helped with the
translation was "a German school teacher, Elder Viet(t), who was converted
in Paris." (G. W. Scharffs, Mormonism in Germany, p. 7) Until recently,
I was convinced that this was only a plan that never materialized. I
recently became aware that there is a copy of the dual language edition
in the church historian's office in Salt Lake City. The majority of the
copies available in the historical department and elsewhere in both
German and French were printed separately, in fact there were paperback
editions in both French and German. We know that the French portion was
printed in 1852 in Paris. The address on the title page is Rue de ParadisPoissonniere, 37 which was the address at which Curtis Bolton resided. It
was probably printed at rue Saint-Benoit, 7, the address of the Imprimerie
du Marc Ducloux et companie listed on the back of the wrappers of the
paperback French edition. John Taylor and Curtis E. Bolton are listed as
translators. The German edition was printed in Hamburg in 1852 by F. H.
Nestler and Melle. John Taylor and G. Parker Dykes are listed as the
translators. It is the best guess of Donald Schmidt, the librarian of the
historical department, that the German and French texts were set separately
and then one was printed on the opposite side of the other. A note by the
publisher of the German edition of the Book of Mormon explains why the
German text begins on the left instead of on the right side: "so that it
will be opposite the French text, and so that both can be bound in one
volume, if necessary (erforderlichen Falls)." This can only be done
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if there is exactly the same number of pages in each edition. The
separate editions each have exactly 519 pages. Examination also shows
consistency on each page for chapter and verse throughout. Since the
French version was completed first, I would guess that it was also
printed first and then the German was printed on the reverse side of the
sheets containing the French translation. The separate editions (hard
bound and paperback) of both the French and the German could have been
printed at the same time as the sheets of the dual language edition,
especially since all have the date 1852. If these assumptions are true
the editions would have appeared in the following sequence: 1) French
paperback and sheets for French portion on dual languge edition, 2) German
paperback and printing on the back of the sheets of the French version.
These considerations give at least some help in explaining the fact that
the first edition of the Book of Mormon was influenced by a French version
following the latinized Greek form of the VUlgate. The Luther edition
of 1545 has Jesaia without the -so The Probebibel (1893) and all
editions of Luther thereafter (for the Old Testament 1914 and 1964) have
changed the i to a j and now have Jesaja as all modern translations do. -What is surprising is the fact that the first edition followed
the LXX-Vulgate tradition and not Luther as we had anticipated at the outset.
The 1893 and 1902 editions have Jesaia (in agreement with Luther) in the
text but the title of the book in parentheses at the beginning of the
chapter has the LXX-Vulgate form with -~ (Jesaias). Beginning in 1924
and thereafter all editions of the Book of Mormon have Jesaja throughout
and consequently are now consistent with all modern bible translations.
In summary, we can say that with respect to the form of the name Isaiah,
the translators of the Book of Mormon into German did not initially use
Luther's form, but later did. The genitive form based on the English
possessive was abandoned after 1873. By 1924, the modernized form used
by Luther wins out and becomes standard.
Listed below are several other features which occur in the first two
editions of the Book of Mormon which are clearly not based on Luther and
which eventually (by 1924) give way to the traditional form of the Luther
text.
1)

the spelling and form of proper names Jesaias, Damascus

2)

the use of the apostrophe for the genitive (Jesaia's) and
to indicate elision (in's, an's)

3)

strange spellings (Brod, todten, erndten,
Schaafe, Heerde, RathSChlag, verlaugnen)

4)

the capitalization of pronouns (Dir, Einige, Niemand,
Jemand)
---

Loos,
----

These features show occasional resemblences to particular translations
but nothing that could be called systematic or pervasive. Once again,
the most surprising fact is that they did not follow the familiar text of
Luther. A great amount of would-be detective work has failed to produce
any convincing model for these features.
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Let us now turn to the texts themselves to see if we can determine the
models for the Isaiah passages in German. For comparison, we will also
include the following modern translations of Isaiah: Buber (1958), die
Einheitsubersetzung (1981) and Bibel im heutigen Deutsch (1982).
Text

Isaiah 2:9
A

English
1852
Lu 1545
1893
1902
Lu 1914
1924
Lu 1964
1966
1980
Buber

EO
BhD

negatives
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no

B
the
der
der
der
der
der
der
der
der
der
der
die

C

mean man
geringe Mann
Pobel
Pobel
Pobel
Pobel
gemeine Mann
Mensch
gemeine Mann
gemeine Mann
Mensch
Menschen
(alle)

the great
der gro£e Mann
die Junckern
die Junker
die Junker
die Herren
die gro£en Herren
der Mann
die gro£en Herren
der gro£e Mann
der Mann
jeder Mann
(alle)

This verse certainly belongs to those which Joseph Smith altered radically. The negative (not) is lacking in the Hebrew, the LXX and the
Vulgate. Bible translators generally are not familiar with the fact
that a text of parts of Isaiah appears in the Book of Mormon, so we can
use this verse as a measure of how closely the translators of the Book
of Mormon followed the English text as opposed to a German text. As we
see from the comparative listing above, the editions of Luther and the
modern translations all lack the negative nicht (A). All of the
editions of the Book of Mormo~ ~ve the negative, except the edition
of 1893. There are two notes on the leaf opposite the table of contents in
the 1893 edition. The first deals with the versification in the Doctrine
and Covenants. The second indicates that quotations from the biblical
prophets in the Book of Mormon follow the Luther text, which "was not the
case in the old edition." It seems clear that the translator of the 1893
edition followed Luther so closely that he did not notice or chose to
overlook the fact that the negative not appeared in the original English
text of the Book of Mormon. In the choice of words for mean and great,
it is the 1893 and 1902 editions that follow Luther most closely (B and C).
The early and later editions follow the English but have different words
(early gering-gro£, later gemein-gro£.
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Text

Isaiah 3: 1

Isaiah 3:2

D
English
1852
Lu 1545
1893
1902
Lu 1914
1924
Lu 1964
1966
1980
Buber
EU
BhD

E

Hosts
Zebaoth
Zebaoth
Zebaoth
Zebaoth
Zebaoth
Heerscharen
Zebaoth
Heerscharen
Heerscharen
der Umscharte
Heere
Herr der Welt

sing
sing
plur
plur
plur
plur
plur
plur
sing
sing/plur
sing
sing
plur

In Isaiah 3:1 (D), all editions of the Book of Mormon from 1852 to
1902 agree with Luther in using the Hebrew word Zebaoth. Beginning
with the 1924 edition and thereafter, the translation of the Hebrew
word into German is the only alternative found and this practice agrees
with all the modern bible translations (der Umscharte, Heere,
Herr der Welt).
---Isaiah 3:2

Text
F

English
1852
Lu 1545
1893
1902
Lu 1914
1924
Lu 1964
1966
1980
Buber
EU
BhD

mighty
den Starken
Starcke
Starke
Starke
Starke
der machtige Mann
HeIden
der m§chtige Mann
Machtigen
Held
HeIden
Elitetruppen

H

G
prudent
den Klugen
War sager
Wahrsager
Wahrsager
Wahrsager
Kluge
Wahrsager
Klugen
Besonnenen
Wahrsager
Wahrsager
Wahrsager

ancient
lHtesten
Eltesten
lHtesten
ltltesten
ltlteste
Alte
ltlteste
Alten
Alten
ltltesten
ltltesten
Sippenoberhaupter

In verse 2 of chapter three (E), we can say that the editions of 1893,
1902 and 1924 followed Luther with respect to the choice of singular
or plural. The early editions (1852 and 1873) and the later editions
(1966 and 1980) follow the English. The modern bible translations of
the bible are divided almost equally between the singluar and the plural.
As far as the selection of words corresponding to English ancient is
concerned, the editions of 1852, 1893 and 1902 follow Luther (ltltesten),
even though confusion arises as to whether reference is being made to a
priesthood or civic office or merely to seniority. The editions of 1924,
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1966 and 1980 have reduced the confusion by using Alte but may not
have conveyed the meaning of the English very successfully (cf. the
Sippenoberhaupter in the Bibel im heutigen Deutsch. With respect
to the other forms listed in this verse, the same three editions (1852,
1893, and 1902) generally follow Luther (stark) and the same three
follow the English (mighty). The 1980 edition is unique in using
die Besonnenen to render English prudent. All others, bible and
Book of Mormon, have Wahrsager. The essentially different orientation
of the 1980 edition will become more apparent as we proceed with the
comparison of some additional verses from the 1980 edition with their
counterparts in modern bible translations.
In summary of our analysis so far, we can say:
1) that the editions of 1852 and 1873 follow the English source
very closely (In other respects they are also virtually identical.)
2) that the editions of 1893 and 1902 follow Luther rather
closely, especially the edition of 1893
3) that the 1966 edition increases its dependence on the English text
4) that the 1980 edition follows the English most closely and in so
doing becomes most distinctly innovative.
Let us turn now to some verses in the most recent translation of 2 Nephi
12 and 13 (Isaiah 2 and 3) and compare them with some recent bible
translations in a search for possible similarities or parallels.
Isa 2 Book of Mormon 1980
2
3

11
19
21

Buber 1958

geschaut hat
festgegrUndet stehen
zu Haupten der Berge
Uber die HUgel erhaben
zum Haus von Jakobs Gott
auf seinen Pfaden
Hoffartsblicke
Felsenhohlen
die Spalten der Felsen
die zerklUfteten Felsen

empfing
festgegrUndet ist ...
zu Haupten der Berge
Uber die HUgel erhaben
zum Haus von Jaakobs Gott
auf seinen Pfaden
Hoffartsaugen
die Hohlen der Felsen
die Spalten der Felsen
die SchlUfte der Schroffen
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Isa 3
5
6

erdreisten wird sich
du hast ein Gewand
8 ins Auge zu trotzen
10 genieBen werden sie
12 Die dich lenken
14 abgeweidet habt ihr
17 mit Grind versehren
18 Wegnehmen wird der H
19 Gehange
Armspangen
HalstUcher
20 Schrittkettlein
21 Nasenreife
24 Pludermantel
SackleinenumgUrtung
26 Ihre Pforte klagen
und trauern

sie erdreisten sich
Du hast noch ein Gewand
ins Auge zu trotzen
die F ... werden die essen
die dich lenken
abgeweidet habt ihr d Wg
vergrinden
entfernen wird mein Herr
Tropfgehange
Armspangen
Flatterschleier
Schrittkettlein
Nasenreife
Pludermantel
SackleinenumgUrtung
Ihre Pforte klagen
und trauern

Isaiah 2
Verse 1: Luther is the only one of the eight bibles that has the same
verb and tense as the 1980 translation of the Book of Mormon (geschaut
hat). Jerusalem, ZUrich, Neue-WeltUbersetzung and Bruns have the same
verb but a different tense (schaute).
Verse 2: The phrase zu Haupten der Berge is found only in Buber and the
1980 edition of the Book of Mormon.
Verse 3: Ignoring the two a's in Buber, the phrase zum Haus von Jakobs
Gott occurs only in Buber and the 1980 edition. Se~ have a genitive
instead of von and six have the optional dative e (zum Haus(e) des
Gottes Jako~ The departure from the usual formulation serves-to set
Buber's paraphrase apart from the others and also to make the relationship
to the 1980 translation of the Book of Mormon apparent. The plural Pfade
'paths' is found in six translations.
Verse 11: Where the 1980 edition has Hoffartsblicke, Luther and Bruns
have the adjective hoffartig. ZUrich has a related noun Hoffart.
Only Buber has a similar but not identical compound, since they share
only the same first element (Hoffarts-augen) (Cf. KJ 'lofty looks')
Verse 19: Four have Felshohlen, two have Hohlen der Felsen and only
one (ZUrich) has the precise form of the 1980 edition of the Book of Mormon
(Felsenhohlen). The eighth edition of the Book of Mormon (1924) has an
archaic Saxon genitive der Felsen Hohlen.
Verse 20: Five have Felsspalten but only Buber and the 1980 edition have
die Spalten der Felsen. None has the participial adjective zerklUftet
but five have a compound with the final element -klUfte.
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Isaiah 3
Verse 5: Only Buber and the 1980 editin have the verb erdreisten 'to
have the audacity (to do)'. Note also the fronting of the verb for emphasis,
a phenomenon to which we will return later.
Verse 6: Only Buber and the 1980 edition use the elevated word Gewand.
The others have more ordinary words like Mantel, Rock, Uberwurf.
Verse 8: Three translations (Jerusalem, EinheitsUbersetzung and ZUrich)
use the noun Augen and the verb trotzen, but only Buber and the 1980
edition have exactly the same phrase ins Auge zu trotzen.
Verse 10: The majority use the verb genie~en or essen, but only the
1980 edition of the Book of Mormon has the verb in first position
(See also verse 5 above).
Verse 12: All of the sources except Buber and the 1980 Book of Mormon use
fUhren or leiten or derived forms. Jerusalem has the same relative
clause construction (Die dich leiten) but only Buber and the 1980 edition
have the same lexical elements and the the same syntactic construction
(die dich lenken).
Verse 14: Most use abweiden or plUndern in the perfect, but only
Buber and the 1980 edition have the past participle in first position.
(See also verses 5 and 10). This stylistic device is common in Buber's
hebrewizing paraphrases which imitates the Hebrew characteristic of
placing the verb first. The verb is not first in the English nor in
the traditional German texts, nor in the Hebrew in this verse or verse 10.
Verse 17: There is some simililarity in the root which renders English
'smite with a scab.' The 1nn edition of the Book of Mormon has the noun
Grind, Buber has the verb vergrinden and the Neue-Welt-Ubersetzung
has the adjective grindig.
Verse 18: Most of the translations have wegnehmen in agreement with the
1980 edition but only the 1980 edition has the verb in first position in
agreement with Buber.
Verse 19: All have Schleier or a compound thereof. The 1980 edition is
unique in its choice of HalstUcher (cf. KJ and English Book of Mormon
mufflers, Modern Language gauze veils, Revised Standard scarfs.)
Verse 20: Buber and the 1980 edition are the only two that have the
diminutive ending in -lein (Schrittkettlein) whereas the others all
have the diminutive ending -chen (Schrittkettchen or Fu~kettchen).
Verse 24: Only Buber has the unique compound Pludermantel. Most
dictionaries have the verb pludern 'to bulge, be baggy' and Pluderhose
'wide baggy trousers taken in at the ankle' but none has this particular
compound. It is found only in Buber and the 1980 edition. Some have
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Sack, and some have deverbative forms of gUrten , but only Buber and
the 1980 edition have the identical and unusual, long compound -ackle
umgUrtung (Cf. Eng. ~ girding of sackcloth).
--Verse 26: ZUrich, Buber and 1980 have a phrase with the same tense, lexical
items and word order (Ihre Pforte klagen und trauern).
Summary of Parallels
A.

Buber and the 1980 Book of Mormon (identical)

1. zu Haupten der Berge

Isa 2:2

2. zum Haus von Jakobs Gott

Isa 2: 3

3. die Spalten der Felsen

Isa 2: 21

4. erdreisten

Isa 3:5

5. Gewand

Isa 3:6

6. ins Auge zu trotzen

Isa 3:8

7. abgeweidet habt ihr

Isa 3: 14

8. Schrittkettlein

Isa 3: 20

9. Pludermantel

Isa 3:24

10. SackleinenumgUrtung
B.

Isa 3: 24

Buber and the 1980 edition of the Book of Mormon (partial)
Isa 2: 11

1. HoffartsC.

D.

The 1980 edition of the Book of Mormon and one other translation

1. geschaut hat (Luther)

Isa 2:1

2. Felsenh6hlen (ZUrich)

Isa 2:19

The 1980 edition of the Book of Mormon and two others
1. ihre Tore klagen und trauern (Buber, ZUrich) Isa 3:26

E.

The 1980 edition of the Book of Mormon only
1. two verbs in first position

erdreisten

Isa 3:5

genieRlen

Isa 3: 10
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2. zerklOftet

Isa 2:21

3. Gehange

Isa 3:19

4. HalstOcher

Isa 3: 19

At the outset, we postulated that the translators of the German Book of
Mormon would follow the precedent set by Joseph Smith in his use of the
King James version in his translation of the Book of Mormon from the
gold plates. Instead, we found that the early editions followed the
English even to the point of imitating the English possessive with an
apostrophe. The editions inbetween, (especially that of 1893) increasingly
followed Luther, even to the extent of omitting a negative in the English
original. The most recent translation of the Book of Mormon into German
follows the English very closely, but when it departs it does not follow
the traditional Luther text but has very strong affinities with the hebrewizing paraphrases of Martin Buber. It replaces the somewhat English
flavored overlay of the early editions with a Hebrew one.
The Book of Mormon quotes from the following chapters of Isaiah:
2-14 (2 Nephi 12-24); 29 (2 Nephpi 27); 48, 49 (1 Nephi 20, 21);
50, 5 1 (2 Ne phi 7, 8); 52 (3 Ne phi 20); 53 M0 s i ah 14); 54 (3
Nephi 22); 55 (2 Nephi 26:25).
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